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- Important Information -
Please read carefully before

using your training green
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Thank you for purchasing the Birdie Path MB Training green. You have 
made the right choice to improve your putting skills and technique.  
Lower scores are right around the corner!

Big Moss Putting Greens are very durable and when handled and 
maintained properly, they will give you a lifetime of positive practice.  

Note: Improper care of your Big Moss could result in a void of warranty. 
Big Moss Golf will not replace and/or repair any putting green that has 
not been stored or rolled as specificied below. This also includes any 
green that has been misused or mishandled.

1.  Upon removing your putting green from the package, you may notice a                          
     slight pattern or small indentations on the surface - this is temporary -     
     the marks will disappear after vacuuming. The NEW Birdie Path MB  
     surface  will settle best after it has laid out for a few days & acclimated to  
     its new climate.
2.  Regular vacuuming helps keep your putting green looking and 
     performing as good as the day you purchased it.
3.  IMPORTANT! To roll up your putting green for transport and/or storage,  
     flip it over so it is positioned with the putting surface facing the floor,  
     then roll it up from the putting end to the cup end.  If you have any  
     questions regarding this procedure, please call us toll-free any time
     at 1-877-244-6677.
4.  When storing your putting green, keep it in a uniform, circular roll. Do  
     not flatten the rolled-up putting green or store anything heavy on top of    
     it.  This could cause permanent crimps in the surface.
5.  Big Moss Putting & Chipping Greens perform best when set up on a    
     hard floor surface such as hardwood, tile, commercial carpet, low pile    
     carpets, or concrete.  If your floor has thick pile carpet or is heavily  
     padded, your green may distort slightly when standing on it.  This will     
     not effect the true roll of your putting green. 
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! WARNING
CHOKING HAZARD: Small Parts.
Not for children under 3 years.
Use with adult supervision

TRIPPING HAZARD: Use Caution 
when string is attached to 
backstops. 
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Included in Birdie Path MB Package:
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Backstops

A. Putting End

B. Cup End

BIRDIE PATH MB 
MICHAEL BREED 

MICHAEL BREED
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Break Pads (4)

Hole Reducer

String Drill Kit

A. Pre-Assembled Sting Kit with: 
     (2) Stoppers      (1) Tensioner

B. Clips (2) C.  4” golf tee (2)
     (Outdoor Use)
     (See pg. 9 #5)

Chipping Mat
(See pg. 9 #10)

SET UP
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1. Unroll putting green and place back stops at each end.

2.  Set Up String Drill

      A. Slip the string through the cut on the backside of each clip.  
           1. The tensioner is only at one end, make sure the clip is placed before it.
     
      B. Place one clip on one backstop and slide it to the center.  Place the 
           remaining clip on the center of the other backstop.
     
      C. Press the button on the tensioner and pull the string through until it is 
           taught. The string should not sag or be so tight that it pulls the backstops 
           inward.  The final set up should look like the diagram below.  
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Target lines: 
  Yellow - Center of Cup
  Red - Center of Right Edge
  Blue - Center of Left Edge

Tempo/Target DotsCross Line

Putter Path

Place golf ball 
just in front of the 
perpendicular line 
on the cross

When chipping, remove backstops 
& place mat at the base of the green

SET UP
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   A. Subtle                           B. Long/Smooth               C. Large/Sweeping

CREATING BREAKS
  
 The (4) Break Pads included with your Birdie Path MB Training Green 
 allow you to vary the terrain underneath the green forming different 
 undulations.  This is done by simply placing the break pads underneath    
 the putting surface to create the break you want to practice.  

 There are many different configurations to use when placing the break    
 pads.  These  different configurations can provide either a subtle break,    
 a longer /smoother break, or a large sweeping break.

 In general, placing pads lower in height and further from the hole, will   
 make a more subtle break.  Larger breaks are attained by stacking pads   
 higher and/or moving them closer to hole. Break pads can also be     
 placed in a longer configuration making the ball break earlier and   
 longer.  Experiment with configurations to produce your ideal breaking   
 putts.

 The diagrams below are a starting point.
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PATH & CROSS LINE WORKSTATION

Cross Line
The cross line is used as a guide to alligning your putter blade to the 
target at address.  When properly placing the ball just ahead of the 
perpendicular line you can used the bright yellow color between the 
ball and your putter blade to see the angle your putter is set to at 
address. 

Putter Path
The Path gives an easy way to visually monitor the putter’s path during 
the stroke.  When putting from a distance inside 10 ft. the putter’s path 
should remain relatively straight.  Use these parallel path lines to guide 
the heel & toe of your putter during the stroke. If the heel or toe of your 
putter are moving outside the outer edges of the yellow path at any 
time during your stroke while aiming up any of the Ball Path Lines 
marked on the surface, there is excessive arch in the stroke.  These path 
lines also work as a square allignment aid for a straight putt.  

Tempo/Target Dots
The dots in front & behind the Cross Line have two purposes.  The front 
dot is an intermediate target.  We should always get used to finding an 
intermediate target as part of out pre-shot routine before rolling any 
putt. 

Secondly, these dots are meant to be used together as a stroke length 
constraint to help develop better tempo in the putting stroke.  On a putt 
of this distance, there is no need to take the putter back further than the 
rear dot or follow through past the front dot.  By learning to keep an 
evenly paced stroke matching take way & follow through, the tempo of 
the putting stroke can improve.  A more compact stroke with good 
tempo is more repetitive and accurate because it lessens the chance for 
hand manipulations to affect the putter’s path and face angle.  

How to Train
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Ball Path Target Lines
These lines aid in the visual of a straight line to the area of the hole you 
want to target.  The Yellow line targets directly up the center of the cup.  
The Red line targets directly up the center of the right edge of the cup & 
the Blue line targets directly up the left edge of the cup. Practicing while 
using these lines will narrow your focus to a specific area of the hole 
allowing for better accuracy.  The ‘V’ formed by these lines also allows 
you to see the margin of error allowed for a straight putt.  

The String Drill
The string is another guide for the ball’s path to the hole, as well as the 
putter and its center mark.  Try to keep the center of your putter 
matched up with the path of the string and keep the ball rolling under 
the string all the way to the hole.  

A.  Monitor your vision over the ball during set up. 
 1. Slide the clips to match the string up directly over any of the ball    
 path lines marked on the green.
 2. Set up to ball -  If the string doesn’t directly cover up the line on   
 the green that it is matched up with. Your vision is not over the ball.   
 If you see the ball path line inside the  string, your eyes are set inside  
 and if you see it outside, your eyes are too far outside the ball.    
 Adjust your set up and posture to so that the string covers up the   
 ball path line you matched the string with prior to set up.  

B. Use The Sting Drill to target breaking putts.
 1. Place a break underneath the green using Break Pads
 2. Read the putt as best you can and adjust the string to the line   
 needed for the putt.  
 3. Set up square to the string and hit a straight putt under the string  
 allowing the break to take the ball back to the hole.
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Half Moon Hole Reducer
Raise the difficulty and train pin point accuracy.  This reducer allows you 
to directly target the center, right edge or left edge of the cup. The 
reducer is designed to work with the ball path lines.  Rotate the reducer 
opening so that the line you want to target is directly through the 
center of the opening in the reducer.

This reducer is great for training “touchy” speed putts where excess 
speed is NOT an option.  With this reducer in place, a putt travelling with 
too much speed will not go in.  Train to have the ball die into the hole as 
if it were a downhill putt.  

Tips, Hints, & Drills

1. The surface of this green is very sensitive to how the ball is rolling so it 
will train you to roll “perfect putts”.  By this we mean putts that have a 
more ideal launch angle, initial velocity, skid, early foward rotation, all 
working towards projection down the intended target line.  You will 
notice when you roll less than ideal putts on this surface because the 
ball will have a hard time holding true to its target line.  

2.  When adjusting your target, be sure to adjust your set up squarely 
towards that line even if it seems minute. In the case of changing your 
line from center cup to right edge, the degree of change is only about 
2.5 degrees.  However, if we don’t reallign our body square to the new 
target we have to make that manipulation in our hands durning the 
stroke.  This will cause inconsistent results and hinder improvement.  
Remember, EVERY PUTT IS STRAIGHT, WE ADJUST OUR AIM 
ACCORDINGLY.

3.  Use the large muscles in your shoulders and back to maintain a 
consistent stroke.  Inconsistent putting speed/direction stems from over 
hinging the wrists and using the hands too much.

How to Train
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4. When using the String Drill to target breaking putts, remember to 
adjust your speed.  If you are not making putts but you are rolling them 
underneath the string before you readjust the line of the string, adjust 
your speed.  

5. The String Drill is also meant to be used outside on a real practice 
putting green.  To do this, we have included (2) 4 inch golf tees.  Remove 
the string from inside the back of each clip and insert the tee.  The string 
is then wrapped around the golf ball on the front side of the clip and 
fastened to its desired lenth by wedging it through the ‘V’ slit in the top 
of the golf ball.

6. Train with the Hole Reducer once in a while.  Its a proven fact that 
training using a smaller target will increase your accuracy and trick your 
mind into believing a regulation golf hole is HUGE!

7. Develop a preshot routine and use it before you roll any putt. 
Example: Visualize the putt, find an intermediate target, line up to that 
target just inside the ball, take practice strokes, move up to ball & roll it.  
Remember to add a trigger or (2) in between these phases that will both 
relax you and set you in motion to make a free & confident putt. A 
trigger could be a subconcious phrase you say to yourself or as simple 
as tapping the putter on the ground before walking up to your set up.  

8.  If your stroke is not is sync, try putting with your eyes shut.  Feel the 
tempo and pay close attention to the synchronization of your body, 
arms, and hands.  Let your body swing your arms. Sometimes our vision 
can get in the way.

9.  Practice your speed by choosing an area to stop the ball that is not in 
the cup.  For instance, hit putts to the side of the hole and try to stop 
them past the hole without letting them hit the backstop.

10.  Practice your chipping skills on the Birdie Path MB.  Use the target 
lines, path & cross line as a guide to improving your accuracy.  Move 
the mat back and use the cross line as a landing zone.



1-877-BIG-MOSS (244-6677)
1-847-497-4225

1455 Karlens Way
Johnsburg, IL 60050

email: bigmossgolf@yahoo.com
web: www.bigmoss.com

All contents © 1997-2015 Big Moss Golf Inc.
No portion of this booklet may be reproduced without permission.
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